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Philosophy  

Needs Funding.  

Ipad pros w/ Apple Pencil   - Cost $7700. ($100+ for pencil and $1000 for ipad pro x 7) 

Rationale #1: Enhance student success in the classroom: Now that we have projectors in our 
main rooms, we would like to bring our classroom to the 21st century by integrating Ipads into 
our pedagogy.  (Note: Our request for powerpoint remotes would not be fulfilled if this request 
would be granted). 

We would love to integrate movies clips, videos, images, and be able to highlight lecture main 
points in the classroom. We cannot do this with just a computer and projector – we need a third 
device that creates an opportunity for interaction with the projector.  

If we can connect the ipads to the proctor we can easily move in and out of programs showing 
images, videos etc. And we could use a lecture note program and record our lectures and submit 
online for students to review. There are many way to do this and several us in the department 
would love to provide training on this kind of integration.  

Especially with Google Sketch you can recreate historical scenes live in google maps. I as chair 
want to bring my department into this world – to provide opportunities for students to enter the 
Greek work of 5th century Plato or to do peripatetics with Aristotle in the garden while discussing 
arête. We cannot do this without an ipad integration feature. 

Rationale #2:  Department meetings, meeting in general, would be so much more effective if we 
were provided a way to quickly share files and work on documents interactively.  

Rationale #3: Obviously, to integrate lectures we need to be able to write. The newer version of 
apple pencil with the ipad pros is insanely perfect. No lag. No wasted time erasing. What you 
write instantly is projected on the ipad.  

 

  



 


